THE TRADITIONALIST  REVIVAL
Thus the ultimate function of Church and State, Catholicism
and Nationality, is to provide the twin bases on which to build
the self-development of Barres and like-minded in tuition ists.
And if we remark that there seems to be some disproportion
between cause and effect, we are again confronted with the idea,
borrowed from Renan, whom he half admires, half ridicules,1
that the health of a nation really depends on the prosperity
of its elite^ the thinking classes—i.e. the upper bourgeoisie
and the few whom a carefully selected education will allow to
join the charmed circle.
For it will be evident, and Barres again confirms and
emphasizes Bourget, that this elaborate doctrine, if it insists on
the unity of Frenchmen as against foreigners, is, for internal
consumption, a doctrine of chronic class war; social hier-
archies, order, discipline, function: all lead to the same goal,
the maintenance of the present governing classes, which are
precisely those to which, with minor differences, the doctrin-
aires of nationalism belong. You cannot say they have no
social programme: Barres once called himself a Socialist and
made useful suggestions for the amelioration of working-class
conditions. But no reforms must disturb a system in which
those with the right intuitions will think and act on behalf of
the rest.
And if we ask whether there be any secret for the obtaining
of those right intuitions, the answer is that, while heredity and
early training are the best guarantee, later education can to
some extent supply the need, provided it be of the right kind
—i.e. based on the study of that ancient civilization in which
flourished the true sense of beauty and of order, of true
patriotism and of true intelligence, that of Greece and Rome,
and, of the two, of Greece in particular. The study of the ancient
humanities thus becomes the key to individual progress, just
as the realization of Greco-Roman wisdom is the foundation
of any true order. The greatness of the Church lies, in fact, in
her position as the heiress of Rome, in the same way as the
strength of her theology rests on its Aristotelian foundation.
Presented in this somewhat bare way, stripped of its
1 See Huit Jours chez M. Renan.
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